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Abstract. Describing the detailed statistical anatomy of the coronary
artery tree is important for determining the ætiology of heart disease. A
number of studies have investigated geometrical features and have found
that these correlate with clinical outcomes, e.g. bifurcation angle with
major adverse cardiac events. These methodologies were mainly twodimensional, manual and prone to inter-observer variability, and the data
commonly relates to cases already with pathology. We propose a hybrid
atlasing methodology to build a population of computational models of
the coronary arteries to comprehensively and accurately assess anatomy
including 3D size, geometry and shape descriptors. A random sample of
122 cardiac CT scans with a calcium score of zero was segmented and
analysed using a standardised protocol. The resulting atlas includes, but
is not limited to, the distributions of the coronary tree in terms of angles,
diameters, centrelines, principal component shape analysis and crosssectional contours. This novel resource will facilitate the improvement of
stent design and provide a reference for hemodynamic simulations, and
provides a basis for large normal and pathological databases.

1

Background

Blockage of the coronary arteries causes chest pain, heart attack and sudden
death. The prevalence of coronary heart disease (CHD) in the United States is
6.4%, where a myocardial infarction approximately every 44 seconds leads to 1
in 6 deaths being attributable to CHD [6]. The coronary arteries supply oxygen
to the heart muscle. Lipid accumulation in the vessel wall (atheroma) narrows
the artery, with stenoses particularly likely to develop at sites of altered ﬂow and
shear stress such as at the outer ﬂanks of bifurcations [15]. Percutaneous coronary
intervention (PCI) is an important treatment for stable atheroma causing chest
pain on exertion (angina) and for acute coronary syndromes. This involves the
insertion of a guide wire into the artery, balloon expansion, and deployment of
a metal or polymer stent to hold the artery open. Each year two million stents
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are implanted worldwide [6]. Despite anti-proliferative drug coatings on many
stents, there are still failures from stent thrombosis by blood clot or in-stent
re-narrowing from an excessive neo-intimal proliferative response [1]. Describing
the detailed anatomy of the coronary arteries is important for studying the ætiology of restenosis: the bifurcation angle has already been found to correlate
with major adverse cardiac events at long-term follow-up in patients undergoing
PCI [3]. Also, detailed geometry is required for the design of a restricted number
of stent sizes and shapes to span a broad range of anatomical diversity, and for
computational ﬂuid dynamics simulations (CFD) of blood ﬂow.
There is wide variation in the size and shape of the coronary arteries, and the
wire stents provided by manufacturers are not always ideal, especially where the
arteries branch. The normal and variant anatomy of the human coronary arteries is well known with a 2009 review [8] describing the embryonic development,
nomenclature, and anatomy of the normal and anomalous coronary tree. Several
studies have estimated the population variation of bifurcation angle [3, 10, 12]
but these have computational and accuracy limitations due to use of 2D angiographic projections, and are often restricted to patients with established disease.
Access to anatomical data beyond labelling of vessels [9, 16], and angular and
diameter measurement requires the creation of a large atlas where the detailed
tree and shape geometry of the coronaries is stored in a statistical database.
Statistical databases of human anatomy have, in the last ﬁve years, become a
new and important tool for population anatomy.
In this paper, we present the ﬁrst 3D statistical atlas of human coronary
anatomy. Novel contributions include: (i) detailed information not only about
the dimensions of the coronary arteries, but also shape and geometry of the
coronary arteries and overall coronary tree, (ii) tree statistics applied to coronary
centreline structures, and (iii) mesh statistics applied to coronary vessel surfaces.

2
2.1

Methods
Data

A random sample of 122 patients with a calcium score of zero (and therefore
very unlikely to have coronary artery disease [7]) were retrospectively selected
from a cardiac CT database. The time-point used for the imaging the coronaries
was 75% of the cardiac cycle, i.e. during late diastole. Cases with anomalous
coronary anatomy (found in less than 5% of the population, e.g. the circumﬂex
originating from the right coronary artery) were excluded from the study [5].
Table 1 shows the demographics of the population.
Patients’ consent was sought for the anonymised use of their data according
to the local ethical board approval. Images were anonymised and pooled into a
DICOM database. OsiriX [11] was used to navigate and manage the database.
2.2

Construction Framework

The open-source plug-in for OsiriX CMIV CTA [14] was used for the generation
of the centrelines. The image volume was semi-automatically segmented adhering
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Table 1. Sample demographics. Pearson’s χ2 (categorical) and t-test (continuous)
p-values are reported between the with- and without-mesh groups.

N
Sex
Age
Height
Weight
BMI

With centrelines With meshes Without meshes p-value
122
101
21
75 F / 47 M
57 F / 44 M
18 F / 3 M
0.0121
55 ± 8 years
54 ± 8 years
59 ± 10 years
0.0224
170 ± 10 cm
171 ± 10 cm
164 ± 8 cm
0.0027
77 ± 15 kg
80 ± 15 kg
65 ± 10 kg
0.00003
26.7 ± 4.4
27.3 ± 4.4
24.2 ± 3.3
0.003

to a standardised procedure typically resulting in ﬁve centrelines for the left
coronary artery (LCA) and two for the right coronary (RCA) for patients with
normal anatomy. The segmentation was performed by an experienced analyst
and took approximately 20 minutes per case.
Each centreline was manually labelled as one of the following vessels: left anterior descending (LAD), diagonal, septal, left circumﬂex (LCX), obtuse marginal,
intermediate and right coronary artery. The crux was also identiﬁed in the RCA
when available. If there was more than one vessel ﬁtting the description (such
as occurs with multiple diagonal branches), this was also recorded; however only
the ﬁrst sub-branch was used in the analyses. Other available vessels were ignored for this work due to their insuﬃcient sample size (N < 20). Bifurcations
were automatically calculated from the centrelines.
The centrelines and images were used to generate surface meshes of the vessel
wall using specialised software [13] which was possible in 101 cases (83%) – see
Fig. 1. In the remainder of cases, a triangular mesh could not be generated due
primarily to image limitations such as poor contrast between the arteries and
other tissue. The p-values in Table 1 indicate that a mesh was more likely to
be generated with higher height, weight and body mass index (BMI). This is
currently an area of active research and improved image resolution and better
algorithms are increasing success rates [13]. The framework was built in a modular fashion and is independent of the segmentation tool used. In all cases, meshes
and centrelines were manually checked for quality.
The atlas therefore comprises centrelines for all patients and meshes for most
patients and can be queried for a range of statistical measurements, the methodology of which is divided into centreline and mesh statistics.
2.3

Centreline Statistics

A three-dimensional cubic spline was ﬁtted to the centreline points. To measure
the bifurcation angle, a projection plane was deﬁned to be the least-square ﬁt of
the set of points containing the bifurcation point and surrounding distal vessel
points. This was controlled by a variable arc-length set to between 5-10 mm
using a 0.5 mm resolution step. Two angles were analysed within this range: (i)
the incoming or tilt angle, deﬁned as the average angle with which the proximal
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Fig. 1. Left: Single coronary artery tree with numbered centrelines corresponding to
vessel description and overlaid semi-transparent mesh in grey. Right: Detail of the wall
mesh at a bifurcation.

vessel enters the bifurcation plane, and (ii) the bifurcation angle, deﬁned as the
average angle between the two distal vessels.
In addition, tree statistics [4] were also applied to deﬁne the average leftcoronary centreline tree. Tree statistics were recently developed and applied to
pulmonary airways and are robust to changes in topology (e.g. when a sub-branch
is not present) and are therefore well suited to the anatomy of the coronaries
which is highly variable across subjects [5]. They are based on a generalisation
of phylogenetic trees where scalar edge lengths have been extended to multidimensional edge shape vectors [4]. In our case, these are 8 equidistantly sampled
points along each edge of the coronary tree (Fig. 4). In this Euclidean tree space
(ti ∈ T ), a distance between two trees d(t1 , t2 ) can be deﬁned as the shortest
path between t1 and t2 which stays in T [4]. This distance can be computed
recursively and enables the calculation of the Fréchet mean (µ) within our data

2
sample X ⊂ T of N = 122 trees, i.e. µ = argmint∈X N
i=1 d (t, ti ).
2.4

Mesh Statistics

The diameter of the vessel in a plane orthogonal to the centreline was calculated
every 0.5 mm along its length, starting from the ostium in the aortic root and
ending at the last available point deﬁned by the segmentation algorithm. This
resulted in an approximately circular polygon made up of short straight line
segments (since the mesh is triangular) which was then used to compute the
area, from which average radius can be readily estimated.
The polygons generated from the intersections were also analysed using principal component analysis (PCA). A 15◦ angular sampling pattern from the centroid of the polygon was used to generate 24 (x, y) pairs on the intersection
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plane. Shapes were aligned and scale removed using Procrustes alignment [2].
As an example application, the cross-sectional proﬁle of the left main bifurcation
was analysed in three separate regions deﬁned by the distance from the bifurcation point (d): around the bifurcation (d ≤ 5 mm), and before (proximal) and
after (distal) the bifurcation (5 < d < 15 mm). These regions are of particular
importance for stent design in interventional cardiology.
If the average cross-sectional shape is assumed to be circular as is the case
in many CFD papers [15], the atlas can also provide more simpliﬁed versions
of anatomy which are useful for mechanical experiments such as phase-contrast
MRI ﬂow measurements. To facilitate these experiments, a PCA of a simpliﬁed
model comprising diameters (inlet, bifurcation and outlets) and angles (bifurcation and incoming) was also developed. To overcome the inconsistency of units
(mm vs ◦ ), the correlation matrix was used.

3

Results

As discussed in section 2.2, the atlas can be queried for a wide range of statistics
and user-deﬁned measurements. Due to space limitations, we only show the
results for the left main bifurcation, except for the angles.
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Fig. 2. Left: Histogram of the bifurcation angle between LAD and LCX. Right: Percentile diameters of the LAD plotted at diﬀerent depths. Vertical lines show the number
of cases in the atlas. As the distance increases, and fewer cases are available, the noise
increases. Data with fewer than 20 examples are not displayed.

In Fig. 2 left, the distribution of the bifurcation angle between the LAD and
LCX is shown. Table 2 shows summary statistics for all angles. In Fig. 2 right, the
diameter of the left anterior descending artery is shown throughout its length.
The two principal components of the left main bifurcation 8-variable model
are tabulated in Fig. 3.
The average centreline tree was used as a scaﬀold on which the average diameters were superimposed in Fig. 4, creating a 3D tapered CAD model which
combines both centreline and mesh statistics. Also in Fig. 4, we present the results of the cross-sectional analysis in the three areas surrounding the bifurcation
as previously discussed.
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Table 2. Bifurcation and incoming angles – average ± 1 std. dev. for a range of vessels.
Bifurcation
N
Bifurcation (◦ )
Left main 122
65.8 ± 23.5
1st diagonal
92
50.0 ± 15.7
Septal
25
50.9 ± 17.2
Obtuse marginal
63
51.4 ± 23.6
Intermediate with LAD
38
43.2 ± 14.3
Intermediate with LCX
38
58.8 ± 18.8
RCA acute marginal
68
70.6 ± 25.9
RCA crux
83
57.5 ± 22.1
μ − 2σ

Mean (μ)

Incoming (◦ )
22.1 ± 15.3
10.7 ± 9.2
8.1 ± 6.2
15.0 ± 12.0
15.3 ± 12.4
13.9 ± 11.7
16.0 ± 15.5
13.9 ± 10.1
μ + 2σ

1st
(49%
power)

2nd
(21%)

Fig. 3. First and second principal components of the left main bifurcation

4

Discussion

Traditionally, the bifurcation angle has been the only angle investigated; in the
best case, this is measured manually using a 3D volume renderer. By using an
automated atlasing approach, we have provided a robust measure of the bifurcation and incoming angle. The average left-main bifurcation angle in Table 2
(66◦ ± 24◦ ) is lower than in previous comparable measurements ([10] reported
80◦ ± 27◦ and [12], 74◦ ± 25◦ ), possibly due to sample and methodological differences.
In Fig. 3, the ﬁrst mode shows how larger diameters tend to have smaller incoming angle whereas the second mode shows the positive correlation of bifurcation and incoming angle. Further work is required to investigate the relationship
between these modes and the overall curvature and size of the heart.
The changes in topology across the normal population have been overcome by
excluding rare anomalies, and using a ﬂexible framework which allows for missing
sub-branches and, in the case of the centrelines, the robust underlying statistics
developed by [4]. Point correspondence was implicitly addressed by using the
ostia and bifurcations as anchor points, and the arc-length of the centreline.
The combination of one- and two-dimensional statistics can provide tangible computational models, either in a simpliﬁed (Fig. 3) or more sophisticated
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Fig. 4. Average left coronary tree shape with average diameters. The average centreline
(shown for the last part of the LCX) is used as a scaﬀold for the generation of a tapered
3D mesh with real-data average diameters at diﬀerent points (cross markers). Crosssectional PCA modes of variation are shown in boxes.

fashion (Fig. 4). These show how the variability of the luminal surface diﬀers
in diﬀerent regions of the tree. With the advent of 3D printers, a variety of applications has emerged for these models, including CFD and stent deployment
testing. This is ongoing research in our group.
Other non-uniform sampling patterns based for example on tortuosity could
more eﬃciently represent the centrelines.
We have presented the methodology and preliminary results of the ﬁrst coronary atlas. We expect to continue to improve this resource with the addition
of more cases, both normal and pathological. In the interests of creating public
domain databases, we are reviewing our ethical approval in the hope of making
the data accessible on-line. In the future, we also expect that the atlas will prove
useful for improved stent design.
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